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ABSTRACT
The holistic assessment of any combat system is incomplete without evaluation of the human
component. The human operator is a key, perhaps the key, component of successful combat
operations in complex environments. The Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) recognized the
need to consider aircrew proficiency in the achievement of warfighting objectives. In response,
the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) developed the Proficiency-Enabled
Mission Model (PEMM) to characterize the impact of operator training and readiness on mission
effectiveness in the context of strike-fighter aircraft in air combat. APL’s development of PEMM
has advanced the state of the art for air combat modeling and simulation by introducing aircrew
proficiency while executing current tactics, techniques, and procedures in the Brawler combat
simulation environment. The F/A-18E/F Super Hornet defensive counter-air mission served as the
initial case for proof of concept. The resulting capability informed investment decisions and training enhancements for that community. This article facilitates extension of this methodology by
summarizing the process for producing a data-driven proficiency-enabled mission model with
specific attention to tactics encoding, data collection, and simulation environment prerequisites.

INTRODUCTION: THE MISSING WARFIGHTER
The US Navy transformation plan for fiscal years
2014–2016 called for an increased role of data analytics when assessing effective performance.1 In 2014, the
Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) responded
to the challenge with the Naval Training Analysis
Framework, detailing methods for assessing aviation
proficiency, cost of training, and the risk to warfighting outcomes for a given level of proficiency. Shortly
after the release of these documents, the importance
of US Navy training was brought to the forefront when

USS Fitzgerald (DDG 62) and USS John S. McCain
(DDG 56) separately collided with civilian ships, resulting in the deaths of 17 sailors. Investigators found insufficient training as a causal factor in both collisions.2
Training and allocation of necessary resources are
also critical to success and safety in air combat, but justification for both have suffered from a lack of quantitative rigor in comparison to traditional materiel system
acquisition activities. Historically, constructive missionlevel models have been applied to assess combat-system
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performance at the hardware and software levels, with
the fidelity of those system models receiving a great deal
of attention. The human operators and their employment, however, have not been reflected with high fidelity
and are often assumed to be flawless or acceptably represented by stochastically varied physical elements (e.g.,
detection range, missile trajectory) already implemented
in the model(s). These assumptions are frequently
invalid in the real world because operator employment
varies with training, experience, system complexity, and
numerous other factors.
Counter to the prevailing modeling and simulation
(M&S) emphasis, the impact of aircrew training on overall system-, unit-, and force-level performance receives a
lot of attention and resources from the Department of
Defense (DOD), and the aviation communities in particular. Aircrews train against threat system surrogates,
known as adversaries or training adversaries, to prepare
for combat against combat threat aircraft. Historically,
adversary aircraft have faithfully reproduced energy profiles, avionics, and weapons systems of actual threat aircraft. Today, there is growing disparity between training
adversary aircraft and the combat threat aircraft they
are intended to represent; foreign military capabilities
have improved while adversary aircraft (e.g., F-5s, low-lot
F-16s, and F-18A/Cs) used in training have not. As such,
the combat outcomes resulting from training against
these aging airframes are misleading (i.e., optimistic
and confidence instilling) relative to the outcomes truly
expected when facing peer or near-peer nations with
modern fourth- and fifth-generation threat fighters. The
aviation communities have a wealth of experience indicating that ineffective training can preclude aircrews
from successfully employing the capabilities that give
them an advantage in combat, but characterizing and
quantifying that impact has proven difficult.
M&S can supplement the insights gained during
training against lower-capability adversary aircraft by
modeling tactics and errors and inserting fourth- and
fifth-generation threat fighters into the simulation.
M&S also allows for exploration of changes in tactics
and system performance. Figure 1 depicts scenario clusters as proficiency, tactics, and systems change.
Tactics comprise current as well as future tactics. Current tactics are well defined and a critical part of training an operator to be effective in combat. Future tactics
are typically extrapolations based on subject-matter
expert (SME) knowledge of current tactics to account
for changes in friendly and threat capabilities.
Modeled friendly and threat systems include training,
combat, and future systems. Training systems are the
current-day systems used during training events. Training systems include adversary aircraft as well as friendly
aircraft capabilities, which may be restricted from use
during training for safety or operational security reasons. Combat systems are combat-capable friendly and
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Figure 1. Scenarios of interest for supporting trade space analysis. M&S air combat scenarios vary in terms of level of aircrew proficiency, type of threat systems, and type of tactics.

threat systems. Future systems are the projected changes
in friendly and threat capabilities at a common point in
the future.
Proficiency values of analytical interest vary from
observed aircrew proficiency during training events, to
an extrapolated proficiency—possibly based on a change
in training or in the complexity of Blue systems and tactics—to “perfect” proficiency [no human error relative
to accepted tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTP)].
APL developed the Proficiency-Enabled Mission Model
(PEMM) to address the modeling shortfalls by explicitly
modeling aircrew decisions and proficiency at employing
TTP. PEMM uses a growing aircrew proficiency database
to elevate aircrew performance fidelity to a level comparable with that of more traditional hardware- and softwarebased systems in mission-level system-of-systems analyses.
In the development of PEMM capabilities, the APL team
extended the air combat mission modeling state of the art
by adding two critical capabilities. The first is a humanreadable tactics development graphical user interface
(GUI). The second is the injection of error rates and
magnitudes into the air combat tactics developed via the
GUI. Together, these two capabilities elevate proficiency
fidelity of aircrews in the Brawler3 air-to-air combat simulation and enable extension of the proficiency and tactics
models to other air combat simulations. Additionally, the
methodology is extensible to other warfighting domains
where TTP, metrics for execution, and operator data collection opportunities are available.

METHODOLOGY
The high-level methodology comprises inputs to a set
of models that delivered results relevant to the area of
study, as shown in the large boxes in Figure 2. Inputs
are data collected from disparate sources such as tactics manuals, software models of platform capabilities,
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Figure 2. A high-level representation of the proficiency analysis methodology relating the inputs,
models, and desired results. Inputs are data collected from disparate sources such as tactics manu
als, software models of platform capabilities, and aircrew performance data collected during
training events. The models use these inputs to produce results, often in the form of mission-level
metrics like kill ratio (the number of enemy aircraft killed divided by the number of friendly aircraft
lost). Results may inform decisions such as the assessment of training effectiveness and resource
allocation or the risk a combatant commander may incur given an expected or demonstrated level
of aircrew prof iciency before deployment.

and aircrew performance data collected during training
events. The models use these inputs to produce results,
often in the form of mission-level metrics like kill ratio
(the number of enemy aircraft killed divided by the
number of friendly aircraft lost). Results may inform
decisions such as the assessment of training effectiveness
and resource allocation or the risk a combatant commander may incur given an expected or demonstrated
level of aircrew proficiency before deployment.
Proficiency analyses, in this case focused on human
error, use event data to find predictors for performance
results. Statistical tools such as linear regression can
model the relationship between the potential factors
and the desired performance measures. These relationships can highlight potential factors that may improve
proficiency, but they do not provide the resultant impact
on a mission outcome. Additional analysis is necessary
to determine whether current (or projected) proficiency
achieves mission objectives. APL built PEMM to help
answer this question by applying the results of a human
error analysis as inputs to a mission-level simulation to
explore the impacts of imperfect tactical performance
on mission-level objectives.

INPUTS AND THEIR PREREQUISITES
To model warfighter proficiency with high fidelity, the
analysis team must discover and/or develop critical inputs
that differ significantly from traditional system-centric

analyses. Inputs for a proficiency analysis can be found
in manuals defining standard
operating procedures and
tactics, data collected from
training events, and SME
elicitation. In many cases,
one type of data informs the
other. For instance, a tactics
manual defines operator tasks
and the proper methods to
complete them. A SME will
have further insight into how
the “book” tasks are actually
implemented in the field.
The following subsections
capture such critical linkages,
but an analyst attempting to
apply the methodology to a
new domain should be sensitive to other similar feedback
opportunities that they might
include in their analysis.

Tactics Documentation and
SME Elicitation

A critical component of modeling warfighter proficiency is a baseline set of tasks necessary for mission success. A standard of performance for decisions
and actions may be found in accepted TTP. Training
agencies, known in the US Navy as Warfare Centers
of Excellence (WCOEs), define standards of performance to assess and influence operator behavior toward
achievement of desired outcomes that support successful mission completion within the parameters of a commander’s intent. For the Naval strike-fighter community,
standards of employment are published by the Naval
Aviation Warfare Development Center (NAWDC) N7,
also known as TOPGUN.
Employment standards at the individual and team
levels are the foundational tasks and decisions necessary to model aircrew proficiency at the mission level.
Capturing this information is challenging because much
of the knowledge required to successfully and accurately
execute tactics in the real world is in the minds of experienced operators and the institutional knowledge of
training organizations. Formal tactical documentation,
if it exists, is an excellent resource for the analyst, but
such documentation may not have sufficient detail to
model tactics as executed by the operators. Qualitative
statements in tactics manuals may be difficult to represent in a model without complementary SME elicitation.
For example, a comment like “must be done quickly”
does not define a time frame for completion nor discuss
the consequences if the task is not completed. Both are
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Figure 3. Unclassified example of weapon and countermeasure
employment timelines. Top, Blue and Red fighters employ missiles against each other simultaneously (ts), and the Blue fighter’s
weapon achieves the kill before the Red fighter’s weapon (tk).
Bottom, By making a defensive maneuver when the Red fighter
launched its missile (ts), the Blue fighter defeats the missile and
survives (tto).

critical aspects to high-fidelity representation of aircrew
proficiency in a mission model.
Two useful examples of employment standards for this
discussion are missile and countermeasure employment
timelines. Figure 3 shows simplified schematics of
countering missile launches and using defensive maneuvers to defeat a missile. The top schematic shows Blue
and Red fighters employing missiles against each other
simultaneously (ts). In this scenario and at that range,
the Blue fighter’s weapon achieved the kill before the
Red fighter’s weapon (tk). The Blue fighter achieved tactical advantage through weapon capabilities and tactical employment decisions. The bottom example shows a
defensive maneuver by the Blue fighter at the time of the
Red fighter’s missile launch (ts). This action defeats the
missile, resulting in the Blue fighter’s survival.
The employment standards depicted in Figure 3 capture the decisions and actions that enable Blue aircrew
to be both lethal and survivable. The next step in proficiency modeling is to gather data describing the types of
errors that aircrews commit and the surrounding factors
that contribute to these errors.

Proficiency Data Selection and Collection
NAVAIR’s Training Analysis Project (TAP) has collected aircrew performance data in air combat training
since 2015. Major training events, such as the Strike
Fighter Advanced Readiness Program and Integrated
Air Wing Training (Air Wing Fallon), provide the training scenarios and sorties for the data collection. These
events are part of the Optimized Fleet Response Plan
(OFRP)4 preparing the air wing for deployment.
The data necessary for proficiency modeling fall
into three general categories: performance, event, and
biographical. Performance data capture the operator’s
actions when completing mission-essential tasks. Event
data and biographical data describe the state of the
training: the environment (location, weather, time of
day), the operators’ experience, the tactics in use, the
threat presentation, and the mission objectives.

System performance and operator performance collection activities share data sources. Training range
capabilities may augment these data sources by assessing
the performance of the human–machine system directly.
Common aviation training range capabilities include
scored air-to-surface targets, surface-to-air threat training systems and emitters, and real-time missile fly-out
simulations.
A data collection team derives performance metrics
from the aforementioned references and standards by
identifying the key areas where deviation will affect the
outcome of the mission (i.e., common, critical errors).
The associated data reflect operator error rates and magnitudes. Ultimately, these performance data either serve
as direct inputs or provide the foundation for composite
inputs to PEMM. Examples of performance data may
take the form of the number of times an operator successfully performs a task or the amount of time it takes
an operator to complete a task successfully. The performance data must feature a standard of performance for
decisions and actions. WCOEs and other training agencies develop performance standards aligned with tactics
and mission success criteria.
The analysis team found it useful to collect performance data in two general forms. The first form
recorded whether an error occurred (valid) or not
(invalid). For example, a valid missile launch satisfied
a missile validation checklist developed by NAWDC.
An invalid missile launch had one or more parameters
out of tolerance as defined by the validity checklist.
The second form of performance data has an error element and a magnitude element. The error element captures whether an action was executed early, on time, or
late. The magnitude element captures the distance (in
range or time) of the action from the acceptable value.
NAWDC defined the standard for proper employment,
which defined early and late and the accepted deviation
from the ideal.
Event and biographical data (i.e., aircrew training
and experience) are critical to describing the context of
the performance data. By collecting these data, an analyst can identify which biographical markers and which
event conditions have the greatest impact on aircrew
performance. Event data capture the key aspects of a
training event (e.g., mission type, training assets used,
success criteria). These data allow an analyst to recreate the mission flow, identify critical decision points,
and characterize aircrew errors. Analysis of event data
can also reveal system characteristics that positively
or negatively impact operator performance, including
hardware and software anomalies and underused or misused system capabilities. The proficiency studies found
that the qualifications and milestones the aircrew had
achieved had considerable impact on performance and
featured aspects such as training history, career path,
and recent performance.
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sentation of a state machine
contains nodes (boxes) and
edges (arrows). The nodes represent states, and the edges
All results from Brawler proficiency analyses are
connecting the nodes represent allowed transitions
classified. What follows are unclassified data mock-ups
(Figure 4).
resembling artifacts, in style only, that were presented to
Each “digital aircrew” in the simulation has a “mental
(and received favorably by) US Navy stakeholders. The
model” of the battlespace based on inputs from sensors
data in Table 1 are an example of the type of data coland communications available to the digital aircrew.
lected during a training event. Each aircrew has its own
Each simulation entity’s worldview can be incomplete or
identification number to prevent attribution (Aircrew
incorrect as a result of stale, incomplete, or corrupted
ID). Aircrew proficiency values (APVs) categorize the
information. The digital operator’s behavior is conaircrew into similar career and training profiles. The
trolled by an FSM. For example, if an aircrew is in an
event column captures the training event for reference
ingress state and detects a threat aircraft, it could transito additional artifacts such as audio recordings and
tion to an intercept state.
telemetry. The analyst records the validity and outcome
Another powerful capability of FSMs is nesting states
of every weapon employment (shot validity) and defenwithin other states. This reduces repetition in the code,
sive maneuver (defense validity). The kill and death colas all the actions of the super-state are inherited by its
umns describe the outcome of a particular engagement:
sub-states. As shown in Figure 4, a simulated pilot is in
Did a weapon employment result in an adversary kill?
the defensive counter-air state and performing the tasks
Did the defensive maneuver prevent a friendly death?
related for that state for the entire state-machine. FSMs
Defense range is the range of an aircrew’s delay in exeTable 1. Example of Data Collected from Training Events

cuting a defensive maneuver. And the attend training
column tracks the aircrew’s attendance for a particular
training event.

Initial
Defensive counter-air
Pre-commit

MODELS
PEMM used three models to transform training data
and tactics manuals into desired measures of effectiveness in different training and threat environments (see
Figure 2). The tactics model used an APL designed-forpurpose GUI to enable rapid development, iteration,
and SME review. The proficiency model aggregated the
collected data and transformed it into useful inputs for
the mission model. Lastly, to explore the mission trade
space through stochastic variation, PEMM placed the
tactics, proficiency data, and systems models into a unified constructive simulation environment based on the
Brawler air combat model.
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Tactics Model
DOD-accepted simulation environments such as
Advanced Framework for Simulation, Integration, and
Modeling (AFSIM)5 and Brawler often use finite-state
machines (FSMs), among other methods, to model
operator behaviors. An FSM is an abstract, discretized

Figure 4. State-machine GUI example. The graphical representation contains nodes (boxes) and edges (arrows). The nodes
represent states, and the edges connecting the nodes represent
allowed transitions. AOR, area of responsibility.
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offer a necessary level of control and flexibility in modeling the human decisions and behaviors in a way that
supports the incorporation of error and proficiency.
Unfortunately, the FSMs defined natively in Brawler
are realized by nested if-then statements written in
FORTRAN. The resulting code can be hundreds of
thousands of lines, and implementing, deciphering, and
debugging it often requires expert-level understanding
of the programming language and thorough familiarity with the particular piece of code defining the FSMs.
The code complexity precludes rapid, independent SME
validation of the modeled tactics.
These difficulties motivated APL to develop an FSM
GUI translatable to Brawler FORTRAN. The APL team
did this with independent research and development
funding in conjunction with 2 Circle Consulting, Inc.,
which provides air warfare SMEs. In contrast to previous
coding of TTP in Brawler and FORTRAN, warfighting
SMEs could read and comment on tactics represented
in the GUI after an hour-long training session. Furthermore, after a few short familiarization exercises, SMEs
could develop and modify state-machine tactics sets
without software developer supervision. This intuitive
approach facilitated both collaborative development and
expert validation of the PEMM through observation of
the simulated fighters’ behaviors.
The solution developed by APL used System Markup
Language (SysML) state-machine diagrams (Figure 4)
in a system architecting software (e.g., Sparx Enterprise
Architect). The SysML software was then translated
into a mission-level model (e.g., Brawler, AFSIM) using
a translation script built in Python.

Operator Error Model
The methodology introduces aircrew proficiency into
M&S by developing a statistical model of operator error.
The resulting parameters from the statistical model can
serve as inputs to the stochastic capabilities of mission
models. Many mission models, including Brawler, support Monte Carlo analysis, which informed the outputs
of the operator error model.
The errors used by PEMM manifest in two ways: frequencies and magnitudes. Error frequencies capture the
probability of an error occurring at a critical point in
the aircrew’s tactics. Error magnitudes capture the delay,
in time or range traveled, if an error occurs. Some error
types, such as the probability of a valid weapon employment, only have a frequency. Other errors, such as the
probability of a late defensive maneuver and the magnitude of the delay to execution, need both values. Error
frequency is the probability parameter p of a Bernoulli
distribution.6 Each error opportunity causes PEMM to
draw from a Bernoulli distribution with parameter p
defining the probability of a valid action. The study team
decided, with SME concurrence, to treat aircrew errors
as independent events; p remains constant for a given

aircrew throughout a mission. Study scope and schedule
prevented further investigation into the utility of developing more complicated error probability models.
yi,j ~ Bernoulli(pj),

where y is the validity state of the action (valid or
invalid), i is an individual observation, and j denotes
the event data defining the desired group, such as the
group’s APV.
For an error magnitude, PEMM draws from an exponential distribution with parameter λ to assign a range
from ideal execution to actual execution. λ represents a
constant failure rate. The operator has an equal chance
in any equal time period to recognize and correct an error
(i.e., in any 3-s window, the aircrew may recognize they
are late to defend and take the appropriate action). This
assumption is consistent with treating errors as independent events. The formulation for the range of delay is
di,j ~ λexp(–λt).

The mission model proficiency inputs for a given
aircrew’s APV (j) are simply the ratio of valid actions
(nvalid) to total actions (nattempts) for frequency errors
and the average of the observed delay in time or range
to execute the action (d):
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𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 airdistribution represents uncertainty in the
data and
crew proficiency volatility from mission to𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗mission. As
∑ distributions
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
an example, Figure 5 shows two different
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆̂𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 = 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
of the error frequency
mean
𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗parameter p with the𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛same
value (𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 == 0.75) but with different variance. When
𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑣𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
PEMM draws𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛from
APV A’s distribution, p will rarely
be less than 0.5 or
greater
than 0.95. In contrast, roughly
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
∑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
25% of APV
B’s
distribution
is less than 0.5 or greater
𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆̂𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 =
𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗
than 0.95.
The change in variance could emulate a difference in
experience level. For instance, APV A could represent
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Figure 5. Demonstrating information loss when using mean
values of error frequency. All APVs have the same mean error frequency, but very different density distributions.

an experienced group that exhibits greater consistency
than APV B, a less experienced group. Because there is
no expectation for the mission-level metrics to respond
linearly to proficiency, capturing the differences in APV
distributions will yield a richer picture of how missionlevel outcomes depend on mission-to-mission aircrew
performance variability.
If an analyst wants to assess the impact of a training
event, the data from Table 1 can populate a Bayesian
hierarchical model to yield posterior distributions for
each APV with and without the
training event (Figure 6). The
training event improves the proficiency of all APVs by moving
the bulk of each distribution
Simulation
toward 1 and reduces the variparameters
ance of the distributions shown
• Systems
by narrower peaks for each APV.
• Tactics
• Error model
In this example, APV A surpasses APV B’s proficiency with
the training event.

PEMM: Pulling It All Together
PEMM combines the outputs
of the tactics and operator error
models with Brawler, a highfidelity physics-based stochastic simulation for air combat.
Brawler is government owned
and is accepted for use across
DOD to support air combat
analyses at the engagement and
mission levels. The analyst can

0.25

0.50
p

0.75

1.00

Figure 6. Example posterior distributions of p for different APVs
with and without training. The data from Table 1 can populate a
Bayesian hierarchical model to yield the posterior distributions.

vary the systems in the simulation, the error values, or
the simulation scenario to assess the impact of training
changes on mission-level metrics.
Figure 7 depicts the flow of information through the
Brawler simulation. The graphical state machines are
converted into Brawler-interpretable FORTRAN code
with a Python programming script. The error model
produces tables that Brawler can sample from the proficiency distribution for each simulation run. During

Brawler
simulation

Brawler
outputs

• Aerodynamics
• Communications
• Electromagnetic
environment
• Aircrew mental
models

• Simulation state
reports
• Diagnostic reports
• Visualization files

Postprocessing
• Each weapon
employment and
defensive action
• Mission-level
measures of
effectiveness
• Error highlighting
for video replay

Figure 7. Schematic of information flow through the PEMM to assess the impact of proficiency on mission-level metrics. During a run, Brawler represents the aerodynamics of the
aircraft and weapons, communications, aspects of the electromagnetic environment, and
operators’ mental models. Each run generates multiple data files recording important events
and enabling video replay of the entire run. After analysts convert the data files into a format
conducive to analysis, air combat SMEs review the videos of simulation runs to identify anomalous behavior and validate representative aircrew behavior.
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Figure 8. Comparison of missile employment and defensive
maneuvers with and without aircrew errors. In the invalid shot
scenario, the Blue fighter is unable to achieve proper employment parameters at the planned shot range and is subsequently
killed by the Red fighter’s missile after farther travel downrange.
In the late defense scenario, the Blue fighter delays the defensive
maneuver and is killed by the Red fighter’s missile.

Figure 8. In the missile employment scenario, the Blue
fighter is unable to achieve proper employment parameters at the planned shot range and is subsequently killed
by the Red fighter’s missile after farther travel downrange. In the second scenario, the Blue fighter delays
the defensive maneuver and is killed by the Red fighter’s
missile.
Mission-level simulations such as Brawler are often
much more complicated than the simple one-on-one
tactic depicted in Figure 8. The scenarios often include
four or more Blue aircraft and eight or more Red aircraft.
The results of a single error can cascade throughout the
mission because aircraft have to change their behaviors
to compensate for a lost missile employment opportunity
or a Blue fighter death caused by an incorrect defense.

RESULTS
Ultimately, the goals of the study direct the form of the
mission model’s results. Kill ratio, or loss-exchange ratio,
is a common characteristic of mission success. Other
informative measures include the number of friendly
missiles required per enemy killed, the average range of
successful shots, and the number of enemy aircraft surviving at the end of the mission (i.e., force reduction,
raid annihilation, etc.). Figure 9 illustrates two ways to
display mission-level metrics aggregated from a batch of
Brawler simulation runs. Figure 9a shows the overall kill
ratio of all Brawler simulation runs. The histogram gives
an at-a-glance visual of differences between APVs. One

Deaths

Kill ratio

Combat

a run, Brawler represents the aerodynamics of the aircraft and weapons, communications, operators’ mental
models, and aspects of the electromagnetic environment.
Each run generates multiple data files recording important events (e.g., weapon employment, aircraft death),
diagnostic information to support debugging, and files
to enable video replay of the entire run. Analysts convert the data files into a format conducive to analysis.
Air combat SMEs review the
videos of simulation runs to
(a)
(b)
identify anomalous behavior
8
A
B
C
D
and validate representative
4
aircrew behavior. Because
3
Brawler’s reporting capabil6
2
ity does not have a technical
1
limit, analysts have access to
4
and can modify the source
0
4
code to extract information
from the simulation.
3
2
The combination of tac2
tics, human error, and high1
fidelity modeling allowed
0
0
APL to investigate the conB
A
D
C
0 2 4 6 80 2 4 6 80 2 4 6 80 2 4 6 8
APV
Kills
sequences of human error
Threat
Training
Combat
on the overall mission outcome—namely, if an aircrew Figure 9. Kill ratio histogram example. Shown are two ways to display mission-level metrics
fails to correctly employ aggregated from a batch of Brawler simulation runs. (a) The overall kill ratio of all Brawler simulamissiles or countermeasures, tion runs, giving an at-a-glance visual of differences between APVs. One drawback to this display
how does that change its is a loss of information when calculating the mean. (b) A heat map of kill ratio outcomes for each
survivability and lethality simulation run. The x axis is the number of enemy kills in a single simulation run, and the y axis is
for the mission? The exten- the number of friendly deaths in a single simulation run. The size of the circle at the kill-death version of Figure 3 to include tices corresponds to the fraction of simulation runs that ended with that number of kills-deaths.
operator error is depicted in Note that this version shows a difference in the distribution of individual simulation runs.

Training
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drawback to Figure 9a is a loss of information when calculating the mean. Figure 9b presents the data as a heat
map of kill ratio outcomes for each simulation run. The
x axis is the number of enemy kills in a single simulation run. The y axis is the number of friendly deaths
in a single simulation run. The size of the circle at the
kill-death vertices corresponds to the fraction of simulation runs that ended with that number of kills-deaths.
Both displays show a similar overall kill ratio between
APV A and APV B, but Figure 9b shows a difference in
the distribution of individual simulation runs. The main
mass of APV A results reside in the middle of the plot
(1–2 deaths, 3–4 kills), whereas the APV B mass is at the
extremes (0–1 deaths, 6–7 kills or 3–4 deaths, 1–2 kills).
Both versions have value in a presentation to a stakeholder, so the analyst must consider the critical message
to pass and whether to emphasize readability (Figure 9a)
or information density (Figure 9b).
The context of the PEMM results depends on its
inputs. Figure 10 updates the initial picture (Figure 1) to
capture the areas of inquiry covered by PEMM. Block 1
uses a training threat and the proficiency observed
during training events. This block answers the question, What results should we expect if we were able to
repeat the event many times with the same aircrew performance? The responses could inform an instructor as
to whether the results of a particular live training event
were expected or were an outlier given the observed proficiency of the aircrew. Block 1 is also critical to validation
and verification activities. This is the category that best
PEMM
Training data
1

4

2

5

Training systems
Current tactics
Observed proficiency

Training systems
Current tactics
Projected proficiency

3

Training systems
Current tactics
Perfect proficiency

Combat systems
Current tactics
Observed proficiency

Combat systems
Current tactics
Projected proficiency

7
Future combat systems
Future tactics
Projected proficiency

Traditional M&S
6
Combat systems
Current tactics
Perfect proficiency

8
Future combat systems
Future tactics
Perfect proficiency

Figure 10. PEMM and traditional M&S applicability to scenarios
of interest. This figure updates Figure 1 to capture the areas of
inquiry covered by PEMM. Traditional M&S analysis covers the
lower portion of the diagram (perfect execution), and data collected from training events cover the upper left corner of the
diagram (shaded). Because of its flexibility in setting aircrew proficiency, PEMM addresses the entire M&S analysis space while
being the only capability to address observed proficiency in
combat and projected proficiency scenarios.

matches observations, so mission-level simulation results
should align with results from the training exercises.
Block 2 keeps the training threat but modifies the
proficiency to a projected value. This block answers the
question, What would we expect to see in training with
a different aircrew proficiency?
Block 4 changes training threat systems to combat
threat systems and uses proficiency values observed in
training. This block answers the question, What results
should we expect if the aircrew with the observed proficiency were to face the actual threat systems rather than
the training surrogate?
Block 5 uses the combat threat and a modified proficiency value. This block answers the question, What
results should we expect from a projected proficiency
change against the actual threat systems?
Blocks 3 and 6 establish the upper bounds for performance. The scenarios establish limitations of the
systems and tactics combination with perfect execution. To improve results, the systems or the tactics must
be modified. These blocks answer the question, What
is the best result I can expect from improving training
given the Blue systems and the training adversary or
threat systems?
Blocks 7 and 8 investigate the impact of projected
changes to friendly and threat system capabilities. Traditional analyses do not consider operator variance,
often making an implicit assumption of perfect operator
execution. The assumption of error-free operation allows
the analyst to focus on the system trade space to find the
necessary and sufficient capabilities to achieve victory.
The results of this kind of study provide valuable inputs
for defining materiel program requirements. An analysis of operator error in this scenario, currently a missed
opportunity, could provide equally valuable inputs to
the program’s usability and training requirements.
Note that the traditional M&S analysis covers the
lower portion of the diagram (perfect execution) and
data collected from training events cover the upper left
corner of the diagram (shaded) (current systems, current
tactics, current training adversary, current proficiency).
Because of its flexibility in setting aircrew proficiency,
PEMM addresses the entire M&S analysis space while
being the only capability to address observed proficiency
in combat and projected proficiency scenarios.

LESSONS LEARNED AND IMPACT
Applying PEMM during numerous proficiency studies
highlighted the critical requirement for tight integration
with the data collection teams and tactical experts. In
most of the studies, the data collection team and the
tactics team were from the same organization (often the
same people). 2 Circle Consulting, Inc., served as the
data collection organization supporting the NAVAIR
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TAP and provided subject-matter expertise in current
F/A-18E/F air combat tactics.
The benefits of integration with the data team were
twofold. First, APL could gain timely clarification on the
meaning of data fields. Second, APL could provide feedback for changes to the data collected to better inform
the aircrew error model and PEMM overall.
Integration with the tactics team was equally critical to iterative tactics development and refinement. APL
developed an initial tactics model based on available
tactics manuals using the tactics GUI. The tactics SMEs
then reviewed and edited the tactics using the GUI, but,
most important, they could guide the APL developers
through the mindset of the aircrew while executing the
tactics, thereby enhancing subsequent development of
PEMM functionality. The tactics GUI represented a
tremendous leap in capabilities for modeling complex
tactics and enabling efficient communication between
warfighting SMEs and software developers.
APL’s relationship with TAP at NAVAIR has
informed significant changes to the way strike-fighter
aircrew train. PEMM featured prominently in a series of
proficiency studies supporting NAVAIR and the Office
of the Chief of Naval Operations (OPNAV) acquisition
decisions in fiscal years 2017–2020. APL and TAP analyses have driven the transformation of undergraduate
pilot training, the Strike Fighter Advanced Readiness
Program, and Integrated Air Wing Training, also known
as Air Wing Fallon.
In support of the Red Air, Training, and Proficiency
for Aerial Combat (RATPAC) study (underway in
2021), APL is informing the materiel acquisitions for
live-flight training adversaries, simulators, and training
ranges. The NAVAIR Brawler community recognizes
the tactics development GUI and error models as critical
capabilities to streamline and improve future warfighting analysis for RATPAC. APL is working to transition PEMM-enabling capabilities and methodologies to
NAVAIR modelers over the next 2 years. The end result
of the transition is to enable modeling of future capabilities and future tactics with a projected proficiency value
and use the results to inform decisions throughout the
acquisition process (block 7 in Figure 10).
Each of these studies applied APL’s PEMM to offer a
translation of aircrew proficiency data into a representative mission-level simulation that produced measures of
effectiveness used to make acquisition and training tradeoff decisions. This capability enabled analysts, operators,
stakeholders, and decision-makers to develop a more intuitive understanding of potential relationships between
proficiency factors and demonstrated performance.
As combat systems grow more complicated, expensive, and interconnected, program managers and analysts
responsible for system design and improvement must consider the needs of the operator. Too often, analysis stops at
the system level with the implicit assumption of error-free

operator employment. As the United States’ technological
superiority diminishes, the warfighters’ ability to employ
their systems with winning tactics will be a critical differentiator between success and failure in the battlefield.
PEMM is a novel and powerful method to show the quantitative impacts of operator proficiency to support system
acquisition, training, and tactics development decisions.
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